Abstract. Institutional register should be highly accurate and ambiguity-free; however, it is mainly complex and hard to understand. One of its characteristic linguistic features is the use of set expressions and clichés. A number of pleonasms are also clichés, frequent in different documents. These pleonastic phrases make the text unnecessarily dense and redundant. For the most part perhaps, wordiness is also typical of the translated documents. Institutional translators most often follow particular guides concerning style, lexis, etc. The focus in institutional translation is on the authenticity of the text, which results in further complexity of the translated variant. The article focuses on semantic pleonasms used in the documents of the European Union. An assumption is made that institutional translators are influenced by the original structure of pleonastic phrases (and possibly by translation guidelines) and render them in the target language as pleonasms, too. Thus, the major concern of the study is to analyse semantic pleonasms in the English and Lithuanian versions of the documents of the European Union and to determine whether there is high prevalence of pleonasms in institutional register and how they are rendered in translation as represented by EU documents on the Eur-lex database.
Introduction
Pleonasms are commonly used in many languages including Lithuanian and English. They are often employed for stylistic reasons and are, thus, acceptable in a text. However, they could be avoided in non-fictional texts since the second, dependent, element of the pleonastic structure usually does not carry any additional information. Most linguists consider pleonasms as errors (Cheney, 2005 , p.22; Skillin and Gay, 1974, p.407). Since many pleonasms have become clichés, it is obvious that they may appear in any text. Institutional register is essentially objective; therefore, the language in use is accurate, fluent and correct; clear and concise usage is very important (Vladarskienė, 2006 , p.44; Kniūkšta, 2005, p.41) . Therefore, even in the absence of explicit guidance on the usage of pleonasms in institutional register, one should feel intuitively that pleonasms are redundant.
The article analyses semantic pleonasms in English and Lithuanian, their occurrence in the texts of the European Union (EU) in both languages, and translation variants. An assumption is made that, like in other registers, pleonasms are widely used in documents, too. Meanwhile, it has been observed that translators first of all tend to think about the expression of syntactic structure rather than semantic content, which is often redundant. Rarely are such pleonastic structures translated in some other way and only in such cases when word-for-word translation is unnatural in the target language. The aim of the present study is to answer the question whether semantic pleonasms are common in institutional documents and their translations and whether technical language translators tend to avoid direct literal translation of pleonastic structures possibly resulting in pleonasms in the target language texts.
The research method employed in the present paper is contrastive analysis. Semantic pleonasms in EU documents in their English and Lithuanian versions are contrasted which allows identification of differences and similarities between the two languages (Fisiak, 1980; Hawkins, 1986 ; James, 1997; Johansson, 1994; Lado, 1957) . Eur-lex, which is the database of EU law and other documents, is taken as the background source for the detection of the examples to illustrate. The examples were taken from those EU documents whose authentic language was marked as English and from all other documents with the assumption that it was Lithuanian into which the document was translated. The documents which could possibly possess the analysed pleonastic phrases but whose Lithuanian version does not exist were not taken into consideration. The author is cautious about stating that the analysed Lithuanian versions of the documents were translations from English as, for the most part, there is no such information on the database except for the fact that in most cases in practice English and French are the source languages for translation into all other official languages of the European Union (as explained by Eur-lex Publications Office).
The prototypical approach could also be employed to find out to what degree the information carried by the dependent element in a pleonastic phrase is redundant. However, this would be a broader general study of pleonasms not associated with any particular register.
Thus, the object of this research is semantic pleonasms, which are also in a way clichés, used in institutional register, namely in EU documents. An assumption was made that the Lithuanian versions of the selected semantic pleonastic phrases found in the English versions of the documents would most probably be pleonasms, too.
For the purposes of this particular research, 11 commonly used expressions considered as semantic pleonasms were chosen randomly. The pleonastic phrases exhibited three different structures: 1) verb/ adjective + in + noun (few in number, grow in size, large in size, later in time, and earlier in time);
2) gradable adjective + noun (earlier time, earlier period, later time, and later period); and 3) attributive adjective + noun (future plans and end results).
In total, 177 examples of the semantic pleonasms were selected and analysed. Only those examples were extracted and analysed whose Lithuanian translated versions were provided on the database.
Theoretical Background
Broadly speaking, institutional register refers to different kinds of documents. It is very often defined as the language of business, legal, diplomatic, military and other documents (Galperin, 1981, p.286) . From the linguistic point of view, it is one of the most complex registers (Biber, 2006, p.50) . Unnecessary complexity, density, and lack in readability are "recurring problems of original legal and administrative texts" (Koskinen, 2009, p.58) . One of the most distinguishing linguistic features of the language of official documents is stiffness or conventionality of expression, which means that the texts may be full of such phrases which are commonly known and used. Some of such clichés -hackneyed, wornout phrases and sayings which are no longer original (Foster, 2008 , p.34) -are semantic pleonasms, too. They are expressions where the information, though unnecessary, is redundant and explicit more than once because of their structure (Nida and Taber, 2003, p.207) . Semantic pleonasms are sometimes so commonly used that it is only natural to view them as clichés. The terms pleonasm and tautology also tend to be used synonymously (Booij and van Marle, 2005 , p.120); however, the major difference here lies in the fact that tautology is absolutely erroneous, while pleonasm might only be viewed as a particular style of an author or commonly used and established cliché. For example, PIN number is an example of a tautological expression, where the letter N already stands for the word number. On the other hand, the use of the other lexical element involving part or all of the meaning in certain phrases which are considered as pleonasms might be justified, especially in the cases where gradable adjectives are involved, e.g. serious danger or new invention (Kasperavičienė, 2011, p.22) . If such pleonasms are also viewed as clichés, their usage is not only justified, but it is also inevitable since, according to Zijderveld, when expressions become clichés, they are already 'linguistic fossils', which are unalterable and hard to change (1979, p.16) . Not always are language editors advised to avoid clichés. Einsohn argues that "[t]he occasional cliché is almost unavoidable and does little harm" (2000, p.388). A language editor, and at the same time a translator, should not attempt at eliminating all the clichés, should try different expressions, or at least make sure that "the sentence would be improved by the deletion of the deadwood part of the set phrase" (Einsohn, 2000, p.388) . Perhaps, all this is relevant in fiction or in publicistic register. However, institutional register is different in a way that despite being characterised by stiff and conventional expressions, the language should, first of all, be as accurate and precise as possible. Therefore, it is assumed that neither pleonasms nor clichés are allowed in official documents making them susceptible to misunderstanding or ambiguity. On the other hand, some modern linguistic guides to official language already allow clichés left and used in legal texts stating that such phrases might be useful since they are familiar (Goldstein and Lieberman, 2002, p.119) ; of course, they should not be used sparingly and are "stylistically objectionable" if used persistently (Garner, 2001 , p.162).
Not all pleonastic phrases can be justified. If some of those involving a gradable adjective can be viewed as adding some shade of meaning (as in serious danger, new invention, etc.), there are a number of such which are absolutely superfluous, e.g. time period, future plans, etc. Such instances are advised to be considered as errors (Brians, 2003, pp.72, 205 ).
Both clichés and pleonasms are to be avoided, especially in the registers where precision of meaning and accuracy of words is extremely important. In translation, such commonly used pleonastic expressions are a significant problem, and sometimes the omission of the redundant element is allowed if there is no loss of meaning (Shunnaq, 2006, pp.244, 252) . This is to affirm that a translator should not only think how to render the meaning precisely, but also about whether the original text is correct. A question arises whether a translator is also a language editor because it is not the translator as the mediator who makes a mistake but the original text already has an error if pleonastic expressions are to be considered as errors.
Moreover, translation of documents, which is definitely institutional translation, poses a number of questions as to whether errors of the original are to be maintained in the target text. For example, Koskinen argues that
"[i]n institutional translation it is often important, symbolically or for practical reasons, to maintain that the different versions of a particular document are equally authentic and equivalent" (2011, p.57).
Because of this, an overemphasis on equivalence is present in institutional translation (2011, p.58). Newmark, too, agrees that "message-oriented, idiomatic, closest-naturalequivalent" translation is the one to be produced in translating institutional texts (Mossop, 1988, p.67 ). On the other hand, some guidelines for institutional translators strongly recommend rendering the message, i.e. the author's intention, instead of the words or structures of the original text (Mason, 2003, p.177) . Such different opinions lead translators to confusion, even though all institutions should, and most probably do, have style guides for translations. Back to the subject, however, it is assumed here that unnecessarily complex and, thus, possibly ambiguous wording may lead to misunderstanding. Because there is a new tendency for clarity, transparency, and simplicity in legal and business English as well as in government documents (Siegel, 2010) , it is assumed that such errors as semantic pleonasms should be eradicated in the original, and consequently in the target, text. Thus, it is only natural that pleonastic phrases have to be rendered in another language in the most obvious, natural, redundancy-absent way.
Analysis of the Selected Pleonasms and their Translated Variants
Common usage of pleonasms in institutional register can be confirmed by the documents of the European Union made publicly available through the database Eur-lex. The phrases chosen for the particular research were complete pleonasms, thus, indicating an error.
Five of the analysed pleonasms were examples structured as verb/ adjective + in + noun formula, e.g. grow in size, few in number, large in size, later in time and earlier in time. Pleonasms exhibiting this structure were chosen purposefully since wordiness and absence of additional meaning possibly carried by a dependent element is unequivocal. In total, 36 occurrences of the above mentioned phrases were found in the database of EU documents: 16 of few in number; 11 of large in size; 6 of grow in size; 2 in earlier in time; and 1 of later in time. Most probably, the best equivalent for the pleonastic phrase few in number in Lithuanian would be negausu, nedaug, or mažai. The direct word-for-word translation is impossible since it would be unnatural. In the analysed Lithuanian versions of the documents, the phrases nedaug (8 times), mažai (2 times), negausu (1 time), and retai (1 time) were used most frequently, e.g. In 3 cases, the phrase with the word skaičius was used, which might imply that the translator was influenced by the original structure of the text and tried to render it any way, e.g. The examples given above indicate that the translator was most probably influenced by the structure of the phrase and, thus, used the Lithuanian equivalent apimtis for the English word size. The variant didelės apimties is clearly a stiff phrase or cliché often used in technical texts in Lithuanian; however, the dependent word apimtis is superfluous and unnecessary.
A similar example of a pleonasm is grow in size which is only different as a verb instead of an adjective serves as a semantic head in the structure. All the 6 analysed instances of this pleonastic phrase in the Lithuanian versions of EU documents were rendered structurally differently than in the English versions. The Lithuanian variants included the synonyms didėti, plėstis, and augti in their necessary form. Other two were prefixational derivatives padidinti and išsi-plėsti, and one was a complex phrase of two words skatinti plėtimąsi, e.g. Thus, it can be generalised at this point that pleonastic phrases exhibiting the structure of verb/ adjective + in + noun, which are extremely commonly used and have already been established as clichés in English, do not pose translation problems when they have to be rendered in Lithuanian. This can be explained by the fact that word for word translation showing similar structure to that of an English phrase or an attempt to keep to the number of words and to the particular lexical items would end in an unnatural and unmanageable word combination in Lithuanian. The analysed examples only rarely showed such an inclination of a translator, i.e. only 5 out of 36 analysed phrases (14 %) of this particular structure were rendered somewhat awkwardly in the Lithuanian versions of the documents maintaining at least the lexical items since the exact structure could not be used.
In order to reveal more fully the tendency of usage of pleonasms, another kind, namely those with gradable adjectives, was also taken into consideration. It turned out that the pleonastic phrase at a later time was extremely frequently used in EU documents. The phrase was found in 81 documents in English which also had their Lithuanian versions, which shows high prevalence and the status of a cliché of this phrase. The most frequent Lithuanian version was the most obvious adverb vėliau, e.g. An assumption was made that the same tendencies most probably could be observed for the phrase at a later period; however, only 1 instance of this particular phrase was found on the database, and there was no Lithuanian version of the document. This implies that at a later period is not as prevalent as at a later time.
On the other hand, the opposite phrases at an earlier time and at an earlier period were also investigated, and they were equally frequently used: 25 instances for each were found in the English versions of the documents. As only part of the documents where the two phrases were found had Lithuanian versions, in total 32 instances (23 with at an earlier period and 9 with at an earlier time) were analysed. What was unexpected was that the two quite similar English phrases were completely differently rendered in Lithuanian versions. In all the cases except one, the phrase at an earlier period was rendered as ankstesniu laikotarpiu in Lithuanian versions of the documents, e.g. The analysed examples showed that the structure similar to that of the English phrase was maintained in the Lithuanian versions of the documents.
In case of the phrase at an earlier time, the data were different. All of the Lithuanian versions had the word anksčiau, except one, where the phrase kuo greičiau was used, e.g. Thus, a generalisation is possible at this point of research that the analysed pleonastic phrases with the gradable adjective are frequently used in the English versions of EU documents except maybe for the phrase at a later period. The Lithuanian versions of EU documents show no particular pattern or tendency of usage. Perhaps, ankstesniu laikotarpiu seems to be more established than others and is possibly a cliche in legal texts. But then the phrase vėlesniu laikotarpiu, which is the exact opposite, should also be frequent. However, the analysed instances allow making an assumption that the phrase is not favoured since it is greatly outscored by a simple adverb vėliau.
Two other pleonasms exhibiting another different structure were taken for the analysis. Examples with the pleonastic phrases future plans and end results were extracted from the database of EU documents and investigated. They can also be considered as clichés since their usage is so established and stiff that no one actually realises that the two elements in the phrases carry the same meaning. In Lithuanian, the phrase ateities planai perhaps is the most obvious and established one. There is no question why it has been used in the Lithuanian versions of EU documents since the phrase is quite usual. The words būsimi and tolesni seem to imply that most probably there have been other plans arranged earlier and realised or not realised before the plans discussed at the moment. Perhaps this is the reason why the noun plan immediately calls for some adjective to be used together. Future plans are those which are being aimed at, intended, and have not been achieved yet, which can be opposed to the plans whose realisation is no longer relevant. In such cases as shown in the example above, the use of the adjective end in the pleonastic phrase end results is completely justified as is its Lithuanian equivalent galutiniai rezultatai.
The diagram below shows the Lithuanian translation variants of the pleonastic phrases used in the English versions of the documents. In total, 177 examples were analysed. Most frequently (57 %), the phrases, which were pleonasms in the English texts, were rendered into Lithuanian in the most obvious and natural way. Only about one-third (37 %) of the translated examples were pleonasms in Lithuanian, too, which shows that either the translator could have been influenced by the structure of the original phrase or found the corresponding Lithuanian pleonasm quite established and stiff and, therefore, used it.
Conclusions
The current research demonstrates that semantic pleonasms are rather frequent in EU documents and, consequently, in institutional register. The Lithuanian versions of the analysed documents show a tendency for more natural, obvious and straightforward translation resulting in fewer cases of pleonasms. On the other hand, the studied English pleonasms are quite well established clichés in English. Their literal translations into Lithuanian are possible, yet those particular Lithuanian pleonastic phrases are not so common. It is possible that the translators found such phrases awkward and unnatural in Lithuanian and, therefore, tried to render the original meaning in a way which is more appropriate.
